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Abstract
Last year I became pregnant with my first son. While this event forced me to step back from the more physical
aspects of the SCA, I still wanted to remain present as a late period Italian costumer. As a result, I did some visual
research and settled on recreating the gown worn by the sitter in Parmigianino’s “Antea (Portrait of a Young
Woman)” from the 1530’s1.  After which, I made a copy and proceeded to wear it throughout my pregnancy and
well into postpartum with great success. I loved wearing it so much that I had returned to do more thorough
research into historical maternity wear and created a more period-correct version to wear at Pennsic 49 while
breastfeeding my infant.

Antea and Her Lovely Dress
When we first found out I was pregnant, the Covid rates were rising again in the wake of the summer holiday. My
partner and I agreed that we would be as careful as possible, but for the sake of our own mental health, would do
our best to keep up with our SCA hobbies whenever we could. At the time, I had made many gowns and was sitting
on an extensive 16th century wardrobe primarily composed of rigidly boned Florentine and Venetian styles.
However, I was worried that nothing I owned would fit once I began to show and I didn’t want to make any
permanent alterations. This led me to begin searching for a period-appropriate gown that could accommodate my
changing shape. After hours of browsing through online collections, I arrived at an image of Parmigianino’s Antea.
The painting depicts a young woman of childbearing age in a low-cut, mustard silk gamurra2. Her high-waisted,
front-lacing gown seemed ideal for maternity because of the extra space it allowed in the two main regions a
pregnant woman might grow; the bust and belly.

In fact, a defining feature of this gown that suggested its usefulness for maternity wear is the neckline, which falls
at the under-bust of the sitter. In comparing her dress to others of the 1520s and 30’s, we can see the cut and
silhouette are not atypical3. Necklines in this period tend to fall anywhere between the bust to the base of the
sternum. The sleeves are pleated at the shoulder cap which forms a voluminous “poof” from shoulder to elbow.
The lower sleeve is fitted and is the same fabric as the rest of the gown but we see from portraiture that it could
have been made from a contrasting fabric; slashed, pinked or left unaltered. The sleeves themselves would have
been detachable, though it is unclear at which juncture; the shoulder elbow or both. Her camicia4 (hidden) and
partlet are tucked tight into her bodice, which serves to support her bust and provide modesty. The gown is fit to
her natural waist, creating a uniquely short bodice that was spiral-laced in the front to secure the garment closed.
The painting is detailed enough that we can see this closure was achieved with eyelets sewn through the front of

4 chemise or white linen undershirt

3 Figures 2-7

2 Italian fitted gown of the 15th and 16th centuries, consisting of a fitted bodice and full skirt worn over a chemise.

1 Figure 1
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the bodice rather than with lacing rings.  In order to hold its shape, this bodice would have been structured or
layered over a separately structured foundation garment to avoid buckling.  The woman’s skirt is full and likely
contains a lot of yardage as a result–perfect to accommodate a growing belly. While we cannot see the pleats, I
suspect they are cartridge-pleated which would be appropriate to her class and like the apron which obscures it.
The silk of her gown is exquisite and perhaps similar to a taffeta with finer texture and weave but closer in weight
to what we see worn by the mercantile classes5.

The Museo e Real Bosco di Capodimonte website that hosts Antea explains that this piece was once believed to be
a depiction of a famous 16th century Roman courtesan6. The woman in the portrait is dressed in thin but fine
banded silk. Her hair is braided in a crown about her head with a ruby and pearl brooch secured at her center part
by black satin hair tape. She is adorned with a pair of drop pearl earrings and in her right hand, she holds a gold
chain that pierces the nose of the large sable zibellino7. Zibellini were a popular fashion accessory of the 15th and
16th centuries and could have been crafted from any member of the weasel family. Sable was considered the finest
among them, which would have been imported from Russia. The cuffs of her camicia and apron are made of fine
white linen and are beautifully worked with black embroidery. The museum also presents a more recent
counter-hypothesis that this is a daughter or even a lover of the painter, because these accessories are just too
fine.

I have a Bachelor's of Fine Arts in painting from Penn State and over 15 years of experience working as an artist.
I’ve been studying paintings like this one and working with textiles as a hobbyist historical customer for the past 10
years. I tend to agree with the second hypothesis that she is not a sex worker, especially when contrasted with
depictions of sex workers from the period. Caravaggio’s Portrait of a Courtesan of some 70 years later is a
wonderful example. While on the surface, these two paintings show women in similar posing, demurely gesturing
to their own bodies as they look into the middle distance. Antea stands, shoulders back, garbed in a dress that
seems too big for her fine-boned stature. She gazes directly at the viewer with her left hand resting on her
stomach. Her right arm is distorted, seeming larger than anatomically correct proportion should allow. With it, she
holds the reins to her fur tippet, and rests it in front of her hip, framing her voluminous skirts. The sable itself is an
interesting addition, as weasels in legend were believed  “to copulate through the mouth and give birth through
the ear (or vice versa).” Therefore, they reproduced free from sexual intercourse, and thus were associated with
Christ’s miraculous conception. Items such as these with popular fertility talismans and served as protective
amulets for pregnant women.8 Parmigianino was considered to be a mannerist9 painter, harkening from an artist
movement which played with body proportion to convey meaning. Caravaggio’s courtesan, by contrast looks
slightly off screen, a bouquet of flowers pressed delicately to her bosom.  She wears only pearl earrings and a
bracelet—likely the most expensive accessories she owns. She is painted without her gown’s sleeves (if she even
owns any) in slightly more dressed down attire befitting the garb of a woman who works for a living.  Ironically, to
modern eyes, it would seem she is more conservatively dressed of the two. Yet Antea is the one depicted with her
bodice slightly agape; the highlight of a swollen breast peeking out from the opening in her partlet.  However, if we
assess the focus of both paintings, the messaging becomes quite clear. If we lay the golden ratio10 over each
painting, using the right arm to plot the direction of the fibonacci curve, we can see the path our eyes
subconsciously are meant to follow. For the courtesan, our gaze settles at her bosom and flowers–the symbols of
her sexuality and trade. For Antea, it’s her womb, and the zibellino indicating her fertility11.

11 Figure 8

10 The golden ratio, or divine proportion, is a mathematical philosophy which classical artists used to achieve
aesthetically beautiful layouts and assist with emphasizing particular elements within it.

9 From the Italian maniera, or “style.”

8Larsdatter, Karen. “Zibellini.” Zibellini (''Flea Furs'') in the 16th Century. Accessed June 27, 2022.
http://www.larsdatter.com/zibellini.htm.

7 A zibellino, from the Italian word for "sable", is the pelt of a sable or marten worn draped at the neck or hanging
at the waist, or carried in the hand.

6 Assistenti Tecnici Museali del Museo di Capodimonte webpage reports that this particular woman was mentioned
in writings by contemporary artists Pietro Aretin and Benvenuto Cellini

5 See figures 6 and 7 for examples of textiles worn by women of an artist’s direct family
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In Catholic Europe, given the responsibility of a woman to bear children to their husbands, and before the age of
formalized birth control, a married woman would likely be pregnant every year until menopause. Thus, there was a
significant societal need for women’s fashion to accommodate this. Indeed, the classic Italian gamurra, a gown with
a bodice fitted with adjustable lacing and an attached amply gathered skirt, would perfectly garb a woman in
whatever condition she found herself in and this is precisely what Antea is wearing. With the exception of a sole
mention of a “maternity dress”, made of “raso12” with gold ribbons” from a Venetian inventory,13 the concept of
maternity wear is largely anachronistic. Clothing was an expensive commodity, and it would have been impractical
to have a large ticket item, such as a gammura, specifically dedicated for when a woman might be pregnant. It
would be more accurate to say, women’s fashion in this time period was maternity wear.  The aforementioned
maternity dress could have been a gown the lady of the house favored during her pregnancy, as I would later do for
this project, rather than a gown made and worn explicitly for that purpose and no other.

After considering the following  elements: the extravagance of her accessories,  the cut and fit of her clothing, the
fertility token at her shoulder and the historical context behind women’s fashion in the Italian Rennaissance, I
assert that while Antea is indeed a sexual being, she is not a sex worker. Parmigianino masterfully depicted a
pubescent woman through the lens of a culture which glorified childbearing. The message is clear, if Antea is not
already pregnant, she has all the necessary equipment to fulfill her role in procreation. Her dress is chief among
them.

Prototype and First Attempt
The first time I recreated this gamurra I used upholstery fabric, chosen for its particularly period-looking
pomegranate pattern. It was heavier in weight than the portrait and a bit on the stiffer side, so it was easy to get
the fullness the dress embodied without the use of petticoats. The bodice was made from an outer layer of
upholstery, two layers of heavy-weight linen --into which I channeled zip ties14, and a lightweight linen lining. A pair
of sleeves were constructed by making a simple tube for the base sleeve and gathering a smaller strip of fabric into
a ”poof” which was secured to the top 3rd of each arm. These were attached to the bodice straps with hooks and
eyes and only worn for fancy occasions. The gown was hemmed to the floor and secured in the front with
hand-sewn eyelets. While the historical research in this trial was only preliminary, I think the result bears a decent
resemblance to the portrait and was certainly a good first experiment.

I proceeded to wear this gown from 4 months into my pregnancy and onward. When my bust swelled, I just
loosened the laces. As my belly grew, the skirts were ample enough to accommodate. 15 I carried low so my bodice
never had to be adjusted to account for it but I suspect I wouldn’t have had to even if I had carried higher.  I was
surprised to discover that, additionally, all of my prior gowns could also be loosened to fit in the same fashion. My
experience echoed those of Ninya Mikhaila, coauthor of the Tudor Tailor: Child, who documented herself wearing
Tudor garb as she progressed into her pregnancy.16 Even in rigid supported bodies that extend over a growing belly,
a gown of this design is easily adapted without need for permanent alteration. Loosening the fit of these garments,
results in gaps where the undergarments would be visible, however, this is easily covered by stomachers and
plackets which would have been less expensive accessories to create or commission. In the specific case where a
garment might not be adjustable, for example for a jacket with buttons, a woman might button only as far as she
could, leaving the bottom open.  My Parmigianino gown needed no additional stomacher as the front gap

16 Huggett, Jane, Ninya Mikhaila, Jane Malcolm-Davies, and Michael Perry. The Tudor Child: Clothing and Culture
1485 to 1625. Lightwater, United Kingdom: Fat Goose Press, 2013.

15 Figures 9 & 10

14 modern heavy-duty  zipties are comparable in flexibility and shape to historical whalebones. Modern costumers
use them as an inexpensive and legally obtainable alternative.

13 Brown, Patricia Fortini. In Private Lives: Art, Architecture, and the Family in Renaissance Venice, New Haven, CT:
Yale University Press, 2004. page 81

12 silk satin
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displaying the camicia underneath was documentable in portraiture17. Unlike my venetian gowns, the bodice was
not designed to provide support or modesty to the bust– the camicia or partlet did, and because the bodice was so
short, I found it very comfortable in spite of its rigidity. Wearing it also made me feel beautiful and it fit better than
even my modern maternity wear. It also continues to be the easiest piece of garb in my wardrobe to take on and off
solo, and this feature became exceptionally helpful for later breastfeeding.

Out of practicality, I continued to wear this gown into my 4th trimester18. During the weekend of Aethelmearc War
Practice I was 2 months postpartum. My figure had not fully recovered and I was breastfeeding. I decided to wear
my maternity gown in addition to one of my lower-cut Venetians to the event. Again, both gowns fit beautifully and
even though I was still carrying an extra 20 lbs, my body conformed to the period silhouette just as it always had.
These gowns were front lacing, but I quickly discovered it was much easier to opt for a gown with a low neckline in
order to scoop a breast out to nurse. Interestingly enough, I discovered multiple paintings in period of women
breastfeeding in this fashion, and this makes sense! My experience was that my son did not like waiting for me to
unlace my dress in order to feed him. So the “scoop and dump'' method proved very practical. After feeding, the
child would need to be put down so I could tuck myself back in, pulling my camicia taut from beneath my gown
helped achieve bosom support without having to unlace and re-lace.  Antea’s gown proved to be the most
preferable for nursing because the bodice was so short. While I could nurse in my Venetian, its long v-shaped
bodice design forced me to sit upright with very little flexibility for different nursing positions. Both gowns were
structured with rigid boning comparable to the whalebone utilized in extant bodies19 dating from the end of the
15th century.  We do have at least one extant example of semi- rigid support in the form of the funeral dress of
Giulia da Varano Della Rovere20 from the late 1540’s. This gown was constructed with a bodice lined in linen which
was stiffened with animal glue and it is feasible to assert that if a completely smooth bust was desired, dresses
could have been structured similarly only a decade or so earlier. Regardless, I really missed being soft and feeling
my baby through my dress, so this time around I will be attempting softer support.

I later discovered through my research that Renaissance women of means typically did not breastfeed. Instead, it
was more common to use mercenary (or hired) wetnurses to feed their infants. This was the custom for high
nobility in order “to quickly become pregnant again and provide sons for political alliances, shortening the
inter-birth intervals” but the working class also employed the practice as it was “considered it to be less expensive
to employ a wetnurse than to hire a woman to perform household works in their place”.21 That said, while
breastfeeding may not have been a feasible practice for the upper classes, we can see by the countless depictions
of the Madonna nursing her child in religious art that the culture of Renaissance Italy clearly still exalted
childrearing and a woman’s potential for it. It’s also likely that the dresses worn by our mercenary wet nurses were
similar to those of their benefactors, differing most in terms of quality of the materials used to make them. I,
personally, observed that the ability to breastfeed relied most upon what undergarments were worn with the
gamurra. Camicias needed to either have a very wide neckline or a slit somewhere to allow easy access. Indeed we
see more than a few possible solutions22 in period which could accommodate this need. Likewise, partlets would
have needed to have a split front and the bodies (corsets), if worn at all, would need to be at least as open at the
bust of the gamurra worn over it. These accessories were cheaper commodities, often made by women within the
household and able to be custom tailored to the needs of the wearer.

22 Figures 14 & 15

21 Giuffra, Valentina, and Gino Fornaciari. “Breastfeeding and Weaning in Renaissance Italy: The Medici Children,”
December 2012.page 3
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/233972956_Breastfeeding_and_Weaning_in_Renaissance_Italy_The_M
edici_Children.

20 Figure 13

19 Figures 11 & 12

18 12-week period immediately after giving birth

17 Figures 5 &6
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Recreating the Parmigianino Gown for Pennsic 2022
This time around, I wanted to take more time to document every stage of the dress creation process. I also wanted
to improve upon the design I created last time, making the bodice softer (for snuggling babies) and revisiting the
fabric used, as the brocade utilized in my previous gown was very stiff and unlike the consistency depicted in the
painting.  For the purpose of wearing this at Pennsic, I wanted to make something much more lightweight and
breathable. I  was primarily focused on the core of this gown and its structure, so I did not include sleeves. They are
too hot for Pennsylvanian summers and historically were “understood to be independent masterpieces”,
considered an extra service to be included upon client request.23 However, as these would have been detachable, I
may yet add them as a future project.

I began  this project the same way I begin all my 16th-century gown projects, by drafting a pattern for the bodice.
In order to create the ideal 16th-century silhouette, a raised and flatten bust, I created a master by measuring my
bust circumference, waist and the distance between them. The master is essentially the wearer’s torso reduced to
2-dimensions using these 3 measurements. By adding structure to the garment between the waist and bust points,
we create a vessel in which to support a woman’s body.

To begin drafting my bodice pattern, I traced my master pattern onto a roll of drafting paper, then laid the master
down again with one of the diagonal edges touching and traced the pattern once more24. If I stopped here, I would
have a pattern for a bodice that has closures directly under the armpit. However, I don’t have historical evidence
for an Italian gown with laces in this region, and the cut of the gown we are making closes in the front. Given this, I
could make the bodice all one piece, however, I wanted to preserve side seams in case I want to alter this dress in
the future and I think it's fair to say they are likely to have wanted this option in period as well. Given the irregular
shape of the pattern which includes long straps, it is also a good idea to break up the design so the pieces can be
cut from a bolt of fabric in a more efficient way.

When drafting the straps of the bodice, I’ve referenced Mathew Gnagy’s “low necked bodies” pattern from his
book The Modern Maker Vol 2., in which he shows a bodice with the front sleeve straps cut curving inward25. While
this pattern dates to at least 50 years later than the dress we are replicating, I believe it demonstrates a good trick
for getting a proper fit in the shoulders. Cutting this strap in this way places a portion on the bias where the arm
will need the most flexibility. However, the rest of the strap will be cut with the grain, ensuring a snug fit around
the shoulder cap. Also, after wearing this bodice, I noted that cutting the strap in this way allows for the strap to
seat itself close to the armpit and lay more on the shoulder rather than the pectoral. Placing the side seam under
and back from the armpit allows for resizing to secure a snug fit in the arms for future changes to the body.

In all my reference images of gamurra of this time period, the bodice appears fairly flat26. To me, this hints that
those gowns were likely structured. However, it is unclear whether that structure was rigid or soft and we don’t
know if that structure was supplied by the gamurra, or a pair of bodies worn beneath. I am a big fan of corsetry, so
in my first attempt at this dress, I opted for a zip tie-channeled bodice for support and simplicity.  I am generally a
proponent of the theory that women did wear rigid support garments prior to the 1600’s.  However, in the essay “It
Does Not Need to be Hard to Hold” by Thessy Schoenholzer Nichols, the author examines a handful of Italian
extant gowns throughout the 16th century. While the structuring methods of these gowns differed greatly, we don’t
see physical evidence for rigid support until fashion called for a longer bodice. This led the author to conclude that

26 Figures 1-7

25 Gnagy, Mathew, and A. LaPorta. The Modern Maker, Vol. 2: Pattern Manual, 1580-1640. Charleston, South
Carolina: Printed by creativespace.com, 2018.

24 Figure 16

23 Šimša, Martin, Zdeňka Šafaříková, Pavol Kaszonyi, Jarosław Malicki, Martin Šimša, and Martin Šimša. Essay. In
Knihy Krejčovských Střihů Ve Střední Evropě v 16. Až 18. Století = Tailor's Pattern Books in Central Europe in the
16th-18th Centuries, 141. Strážnice: Národní ústav lidové kultury, Strážnice, 2021.
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“the shorter the bodice was, the more it could be worn tightly fitted without stiff inner construction.”27 While an
extant of this specific style of gown does not exist to confirm my suspicions, I agree rigid support is not needed in
order to replicate its shape. I do however think there was some structuring, albeit something softer than reed,
bents28, or whalebone, and based on portraiture which shows a clear window to the camicia and no stays29 I think
that, in this case, was a feature of the dress and not an extra pair of bodies underneath.

In order to achieve this soft support, I could stiffen the garment by sewing channels of hemp twine into a
corrugated consistency.  I have experimented with this technique before to great effect. However, like many
possible solutions, we don’t have evidence this was done in the period. However, there is another technique
offered by the Modern Maker Vol.2. Here, Gnagy instructs how successive layers of heavy linen and wool can be
rolled and pad-stitched tightly to form channels. We know pad stitching was a technique in the historical clothier’s
toolbox, but we do not have concrete evidence this was used in women’s support garments. That said, anything
soft, is less likely to withstand the ravages of time, and vegetable-based textiles like linen and hemp are the first to
decay, so it makes perfect sense why this is so.

I started out by marking my pattern out from a piece of heavy weight linen and then cutting about 2cm off from
the guide to include a seam allowance.30 From here, I folded over the seam allowances and ironed them so the
whole thing was easier to work with. Using waxed linen thread, I backstitched the pieces together, then basted
down the edges of the rest of the bodice. I did this because folding them cleans up any raw edges and creates a
firmer foundation from which we can secure the linings and skirts from later.

Next I began pad-stitching. Prior to this project, I had never padstitched before and I quickly learned the easiest
way (for me) was to lay a strip of coat-weight wool down over my foundation linen (at least double the length of
the area I expected to fill) and began shaping the wool into a tiny little wrinkle. With linen thread, I brought my
needle around the roll and to stitch inward, just nicking the base linen layer before coming out the other side of the
wool. I worked left to right, starting at the top of the area I was structuring and working my way down, stitching
once every centimeter or so. When I reached the bottom, I just moved over about 1 ½ cm and began my next roll,
working from the bottom to the top this time. I proceeded to fill the front panels of my bodice stopping about 3 cm
short of the edge to allow for eyelets. Upon finishing the first layer of wool, I repeated the process with a layer of
heavy linen. Each successive layer should be smaller than the last. By the second layer you will see defined
channels beginning to form. I decided to do a final layer of wool to top off my support as I was running out of room,
however If the bodice was taller I likely would have done more31.

Unfortunately, historical textiles are nearly impossible to duplicate in the modern day due to differences in
manufacturing practice and material availability. Even historical replicas may succeed in recreating the overall look
and pattern of a fabric, or using a similar material, but are likely not to demonstrate the same flexibility, weight
and/or drape. Obtaining these historical recreations are also often prohibitively expensive. I, myself, own 10 yards
of one such textile– which cost me as much as my first car.32 That fabric is reserved for an elevation dress.
Comparatively, this project is to create a garment which will be worn medieval-camping with a baby on my hip, so I
have selected a very light imitation silk fabric. I chose this particular fabric because it struck me as being similar in
weight to the material we see in Parmigianino’s painting, it was also $2 a yard at my local wholesaler. This modern
alternative is extremely light, silky to the touch, moisture wicking, and color shot with gold and sky blue fibers. Shot
silk is a known historical textile, dating back as early as the 7th century. I know it could have been used in a gown of

32 Long live my ‘88 Buick LeSabre.

31 Figure 19-22

30 Figure 18

29 Figures 5 & 6

28 dune grasses bundled together for stiffness

27 Kammel, Frank Matthias, Johannes Pietsch, and Thessy Schoenholzer Nichols. “It Does Not Need to Be Hard to
Hold.” Essay. In Structuring Fashion: Foundation Garments through History, 29–37. Munich, Germany: Hirmer
Publishers, 2020.
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this style because I discovered a painting by Giuliano Bugiardin33 of a woman wearing a similar gamurra made of
shot silk of blue and pink from the 1520’s.

The fabric I have chosen for my outer lining is slippery, so I basted it into place before folding the edges over and
whipstitching them in place. Basting the fabric, instead of pinning it, for example, secures the layer more efficiently
and creates a smoother finish. Once whipstitched to the inside lip, the basting threads will be removed and the
inner lining of white linen will be secured overtop. For finishing stitches, I prefer a pick stitch with silk thread,
because exposed stitches are period and I like showing off how tiny I can make them. Once the bodice is fully lined,
I mark out my eyelets. I prefer arranging them so the top and bottom holes on either side of the bodice closure are
even with each other. Then I regular space the rest so they alternate with the other side. This is so when
spiral-laced closed, that ribbon (or cord) will zigzag in an aesthetically pleasing way, and will create even tension,
securing the bodice level and straight across the chest.  These eyelets would normally continue up to close tight at
the neckline, but in the Parmigianino painting, Antea’s bodice parts slightly. Since I am emulating this dress in
particular, I decided to replicate this gap.  I created these eyelets by first poking a hole into the bodice and widening
it with a round of whipstitches. I used my awl again, then placed an iron washer into this  gap, finishing the eyelet
with a round of buttonhole stitches until the metal was fully disguised.34 I did this because these eyelets will carry
the weight of this gown and will always be under tension.  I also want this garment to be durable and long lasting.
The extant  pair of bodies worn by  Palgravine Dorothea Sabina uses this same technique and while the garment
has seen better days, the eyelets are still in great shape35. After, I did a test fitting and got a hand from a friend (or
very supportive spouse) to fit the shoulder straps to my body.

Lastly, I set about gathering the skirt. Antea’s skirt is cut off by the end of the painting and we cannot discern
whether or not her gown has a train. As I do not employ attendants, and have a history of getting my trains stuck in
revolving doors, I opted to go without a train in this case. Cesare Vecellio’s Habiti Antichi et Moderni showcases a
number of illustrations of noblewomen wearing gowns with and without trains.36 While this book is best trusted for
its depictions of late 1500’s fashion, there are more than a few images of noblewomen from Italy and surrounding
Europe without this dress feature, so I feel justified in this style choice. As my bodice is straight across the torso, my
skirt consists of one continuous length of fabric. The Eleanora di Toledo funerary gown which was studied in detail
by in Janet Arnold’s Patterns of Fashion 3 was made of multiple panels to accommodate gores for its train37. This
design allowed the skirt extra fabric at the middle back so the weight of the train did not impact the skirt’s
voluminous silhouette. My dress has no train, so these gores and panels are not necessary. The “silk” I  have chosen
for this gown is very thin and even though I condensed 8 yards of fabric, I don't want the pleats to gape and reveal
the support threads, so I padded it with some inexpensive cotton38 twill tape. Cartridge pleating and gathering are
very similar techniques, however cartridge pleats are specific in that they are ordered and achieved via the
application of multiple lines of synchronized running stitches.  I wanted to cartridge pleated this skirt so I applied
two lines of congruent running stitches, spaced 1 cm apart and pull the threads taut to set my gathers. The pleats
were then secured to the bodice with a blanket stitch at each individual pleat. The skirt was closed with a
backstitch. I could have felled this seam, but since it won't be under tension and I don't want to draw attention to
the seam by adding another line of exterior stitching, I double rolled the seam allowance and used a running
backstitch to finish the edges on the interior39. The hem was double rolled and secured with a whipstitch. If I

39 Figure 29

38 linen twill tape, while a material that might be more accessible to a clothier in the 1500’s,  is expensive in the
modern day and not superior for this purpose. I could not justify the expense for something that would not  be
visible.

37 Arnold, Janet. Essay. In Patterns of Fashion. The Cut and Construction of Clothes for Men and Women, C1560
-1620, 102–4. London: Macmillan, 2002.

36 Vecellio, Cesare, Margaret F. Rosenthal, Ann Rosalind Jones, and Cesare Vecellio. The Clothing of the Renaissance
World: Europe, Asia, Africa, the Americas: Cesare Vecellio's Habiti Antichi Et Moderni. London: Thames & Hudson,
2008.

35 Figure 12b

34 Figure 25 & 26

33 Figure 5
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weren't making this dress to wear in the humid heat of Pennsic, I would have reinforced the hem with a band of
coat weight wool to give the skirt some weight and structure, as was mentioned in Janet Arnold’s notes on
Eleanora gown. However, with 8 yards of soft flowy fabric, I feel the skirt drapes just fine without it40.

Summary of Period Materials:

Silk sewing thread Linen sewing thread

Beeswax - for thread Coat weight wool - pad stitching and structuring

Heavy linen - pad stitching, structuring and bodice
interlining

lightweight linen -bodice lining

⅝” iron washers -sewn into the eyelets like those on
the Dorothea Sabina von Neuburg bodies

silk button twist thread -eyelets

Not-So-Period Materials:

8.5 yards blue and gold shot “Silk” (actual fiber content
unknown, likely poly-something) -chosen for its
appearance, drape and moisture wicking qualities over
its actual fiber content

Cotton twill tape - linen twill tape  might be more
accessible to a clothier in the 1500’s. However it is
expensive in the modern day and not superior for this
purpose. I could not justify the expense for something
that would not  be visible.

Modern sewing needles -After consulting with Mistress
Chiaretta Di Fiore (East Kingdom) at her Pennsic 49
A&S War Point display, I have learned that modern
replica historical sewing needles made of period metals
are prone to bending and snagging on delicate fabrics.
There is likely an extra vital step in their forging
process which improves their strength that has since
been lost to history.  Until I can find a brand that
retains the flexibility and strength suitable to work with
multiple layers of silk and wool, I will be sticking with
modern equivalents.

Conclusion

I embarked on this project with a very simple objective, to create a dress I could wear to SCA events throughout my
pregnancy. The goal was initially a very short-term one and likewise, my first attempt was with only provisional
research and quicker, modern creation techniques. What I thought was a gown that might be suitable for my
condition turned out to be exactly that, but not because the gown was made just for that purpose. I learned that
Renaissance society placed different values on womanhood, feminine beauty and as a result this influenced their
fashion. I found the Parmigianino painting and initially viewed it through the tinted lens of my own cultural biases,
searching for a dress that might serve me well through an important but brief time in my life.

I am reminded that we live in an age of fast (and cheap) fashion, but this was not always so. Due to the great
expense in materials and labor, garments might even see more than one lifespan of use. With this, Renaissance
fashion had to be in step with all stages of a person’s life--particularly those of women. Regardless of her size,

40 See Figure 36
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shape or condition, the societal ideal body was instantly attainable through the cut and structure of her garments
and (less expensive) added accessories.  In the practice of wearing this garment, my whole outlook on historical
costuming and the creation of garb for women has changed. I now look at these pieces as “lifetime” garments to be
made and worn with the expectation that the wearer’s body and needs will inevitably change.

This experience has also renewed my interest in researching and experimenting with period bust support methods.
My prototype with zip-tie boning provided me with comfort and a flattering shape. It also served as a much needed
confidence boost throughout my pregnancy and I always felt beautiful wearing it. I was impressed to find the same
could be achieved with the period-accurate method of pad-stitching. The ability to be soft and feel my child
through my clothes was a greatly appreciated benefit and I am now inspired to try this technique with my venetian
gowns.

This has caused me to revisit my whole approach to pattern-making and sewing, with particular care as to where I
place seams and how those suture points can be taken in and let out as a person changes and grows. As I continue
to create clothing for myself, my growing family, and reigning queens, it is with new attention to how these people
will change, physically and mentally, throughout their lives. Their garb should and will change with them.
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Figure 1: Antea (also known as Portrait of a Young Woman) by Parmigianino,1535, Museum of
Capodimonte in Naples, Italy



`

Figure 2: Innocenzo da Imola, “Portrait of a Lady” (perhaps
Vannozza Borgia),c.1530, oil on panel, Galleria Borghese,
Rome,Italy.

Figure 3: Bartolomeo Veneto, “Portrait of a Lady in a Green
Dress”, c. 1530, oil on panel, Putnam Foundation, Timken
Museum of Art.

Figure 4: Parmigianino, “The Turkish Slave”, c. 1530s,
Galleria nazionale di Parma

Figure 5: Giuliano Bugiardini,” Portrait of a Young Woman”
ca. 1516-1525. Detail. Oil on canvas. Calouste Gulbenkian
Museum. Lisbon Portugal



Figure 6: Bernardino Licinio,  “Portrait of a Woman Agnese”, the painter’s sister-in-law, c.1525-1530, Museo del Prado.

Figure 7:: Bernardino Licinio, “Portrait of Arrigo Licinio and His Family”, painting of the brother of the artist’s family,
c.1525-1530, Galleria Borghese.



Figure 8: Left: Parmigianino’s “Antea” Right: Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio, “Portrait of a Courtesan” c.1597-159, Formerly Kaiser-Friedrich-Museum, Berlin. Both
paintings have had the golden ratio applied to them to compare the artist's choice of emphasis.



Figure 9: Prototype gown at 4 months pregnant Figure 10: Prototype gown at 8 months pregnant



Figure 11a (top) 11b(bottom): Effigy Corset of Elizabeth I, c.
1603, © 2022 Dean and Chapter of Westminster. Bodies are
composed of linen and whalebone.

Figure 12a (top) 12b(bottom): Bodies of the Palgravine
Dorothea Sabina von Neuburg, German, c. 1598. Bayerisches
Nationalmuseum. Silk over linen with whalebone supports



Figure 13: funeral dress of Giulia da Varano Della Rovere, c. 1547, Castello Brancaleoni di Piobbico, Pesaro e Urbino
Right image is after extensive conservation. Bodice is made of pekin silk, and linen stiffened with animal glue.

Figure 14: Bartolomeo Veneto, “Portrait of a Lady”, c.
1502-1531 Museum of Fine Arts.

Figure 15: Bernardino Licinio, “Portrait of woman baring her
breast“, c. 1536, Bergamo collezione privata.



Figure 16

Figure 17 Figure 18: Base linen with pieces joined and edges basted
down flat



Figure 19: First layer of pad stitches, joined with waxed linen thread Figure 20: 3 layers alternating heavy linen and wool coating, pad stitched into
channels

Figure 21: A final layer of wool to mask the pad stitching dimples Figure 22: Interior of bodice prior to lining



Figure 23: Linen interior lining Figure 24: Pick stitching with silk thread to finish exterior seams

Figure 25: Hand sewn eyelets with a metal ring base like the Dorethea Sabina of
Neuburg bodies (image is from a different project, however displays the same
process)

Figure 26: Blanket stitches of silk cord finish the eyelet



Figure 27: 2 rows of running stitches to start the cartridge pleats Figure 28: Pleats after gathering

Figure 28: Blanket stitches secure the pleats to the bodice Figure 29: Finished seam on the skirt with silk thread



Figure:30a: final product. Zibellino, silk organza partlet, linen apron and camicia are
all hand sewn and made of period materials (save for the zibellino’s gold fixtures
which I carved from super sculpy), but are  not the focus of this project.

Figure 30b



Figure 31: inside lining

Figure 32: Stitching detail



Figure 33: Interior stitches and lining Figure 34: Cartridge pleated skirt detail



Figure 35: Eyelet detail Figure 36: Gown at Pennsic with the aforementioned baby on hip. (it is very humid
but the dress is still very comfortable)
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